
Theme 1: Overview Topics 

~Our Dynamic Planet~ (Sabin) 

 Geology/ Geosciences 

o To discover the past, we look at rocks and minerals 

o Helps us to understand the processes that underpin Earth systems 

 Evolution of planets, life-support mechanisms, tectonics, climate etc. 

 Our planet… 

o Crust = the surface 

o Atmosphere thin layer of gases that envelope the earth, even thinner than crust 

 The shield that protects us 

o Only planet with water, in solid, liquid and gaseous forms 

o As Apex species, we have taken over the planet in many ways 

 Is Earth really unique?  maybe there are other planets out there, we just have not looked far 

or hard enough the universe is just so big 

o Billions of stars out there, each with their own planets, possibly life elsewhere exists 

o Even just from our oceans, there is so much we have yet to uncover, even with our best 

technologies, we cannot detect everything 

 Origin of the universe 

o Expansion about 13.7 billion years ago 

o Our solar system, about 5 billion years old, the earth about 4.5 billion years old 

o Discovery of other planets 

 A telescope points to the star if a planet orbits at around the same plane as 

the star, the light dims observing orbital patterns 

 Circumstelar habitable zone (goldilocks)  possible habitable area 

 ex. Venus, mars and earth BUT doesn’t mean all the planets are H 

 Where liquid water may exist 

 The smaller the star, the closer the goldilocks zone, the narrower 

 Origin of the elements 

o Atoms formed in the guts of supergiant stars, and other stars 

o Nucleosynthesis nuclear fusion forcing together of atoms 

 At the centre of the star  high temperature and pressure 

 Light atoms are forced together a lot of energy, heat is created 

 New element is created through nuclear fusion 

o Spectrum in the heliosphere (atmosphere of the sun) 

 Sequence of reactions to form elements emits light as part of the spectrum 

the spectrum can indicate the elements present 

 Heavier elements get generated in bigger stars more energy required 

 Origin of our solar system 

o Stars explode to black holes the dust clouds form the sun 

o Some extremely large stars are stars that fused together 

o Sun is the source of all the energy, solar flares are hazardous 

o Gravitational force ignites the star 

o With fusion, planets collide, solar wind gets rid of dust 

 Terrestrial planets and gassy planets 



o Moon formed when an object collided with the Earth (mars-sized) 

 Part that was ejected = the moon 

 Moon gives us the tides we harness for renewable energy 

 


